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NEW SERIES & SEASONS  
 (P) Denotes: Premieres 
 
IYANLA: FIX MY LIFE 
Season Premiere - Saturday, May 10 (9 p.m. - 10 p.m. ET/PT) 
In the new season of “Iyanla: Fix My Life,” Iyanla hits the road again to help individuals in crisis 
across the country fix what is broken and holding them back in their lives and relationships.  
Tensions are high from the start in the season premiere as Iyanla travels to New York to work 
with rapper/actor and reality TV star Saigon and his on-again-off-again lover and mother to his 
son, Erica.  Many know the couple for their tumultuous relationship displayed on the reality 
series “Love & Hip Hop NY.”  Iyanla’s challenge is to help the pair understand how years of 
fighting, resentment and a failure to forgive is preventing them from being the best parents for 
their son, Steven. 
 
(P) Saturday, May 10 (9 p.m. - 10 p.m. ET/PT) Episode: Fix My Celebrity Parenting 
Nightmare 
Iyanla Vanzant works with "Love & Hip Hop" reality TV stars Erica Jean and rapper Saigon, 
whose tumultuous and dysfunctional relationship is contributing to a co-parenting disaster. 
 
(P) Saturday, May 17 (9 p.m. - 10 p.m. ET/PT) Episode: Fix My 600-Pound Secret 
Iyanla Vanzant stages a life or death intervention with a more than 600-pound California 
woman, attempting to get her out of the bed she hasn’t left in five years, before it is too late. 
 
(P) Saturday, May 24 (9 p.m. - 10 p.m. ET/PT) Episode: Fix My Toxic Family Business 
Iyanla Vanzant travels to St. Louis to help fix a dysfunctional relationship between sisters that 
is threatening to destroy a successful healthcare business.   When Iyanla's efforts to heal their 
rift begin to fail, she begins to question whether or not this family can be saved from tearing 
itself apart. 
 
(P) Saturday, May 31 (9 p.m. - 10 p.m. ET/PT) Episode: Fix My Freeloading Family 
Iyanla Vanzant visits Chicago to help a family on the verge of collapse due to an overcrowded 
household and internal family struggles. 
 
OPRAH’S MASTER CLASS 
Season Premiere - Sunday, May 11 (10 p.m. - 11 p.m. ET/PT) 
"Oprah's Master Class" tells the stories you've never heard from the people you thought you 
knew best. Hand-picked by Oprah Winfrey for their unique impact on the world, true modern 
masters share their successes, their failures, their triumphs, disappointments and heartbreaks. 



"Oprah's Master Class" offers an unprecedented first-person insight into the brilliant minds of 
the famous people we love, respect and admire.  Masters this season include Justin 
Timberlake, Whoppi Goldberg, Tim McGraw, Robin Roberts, Lionel Richie, Barbara Walters, 
Vanessa Williams, Billy Bob Thornton and Sharon Stone. 
 
(P) Sunday, May 11 (10 p.m. - 11 p.m. ET/PT) Episode: Justin Timberlake 
The brand new season kicks off with one of this generation’s most celebrated entertainers, 
multiple Grammy and Emmy Award-winning actor and musician, Justin Timberlake.  The 
Memphis-born superstar, who appeared most recently in the Coen brothers film “Inside Llewyn 
Davis” and is a five-time “Saturday Night Live” host whose sketches became viral video 
sensations, now sits down for a candid conversation in the midst of a worldwide tour in support 
of his critically-acclaimed album which has sold more than six million copies to date, The 20/20 
Experience - The Complete Experience.  Sharing never-before-told stories about growing up 
and his musical influences, he lends his most valuable life lessons yet, including: how to find 
your voice, how to break the mold and how to hold on to your ambition. 
 
THE HAVES AND THE HAVE NOTS 
Spring Season Premiere - Tuesday, May 27 (9 p.m. - 10 p.m. ET/PT) 
From prolific writer, director, producer Tyler Perry, “The Haves and the Have Nots” follows the 
complicated dynamic between the rich and powerful Cryer family and the hired help who work 
in their opulent mansion set in Savannah, Georgia.  The series stars John Schneider (“Dukes 
of Hazzard”) and Tika Sumpter (“Gossip Girl”). 
 
(P) Tuesday, May 27 (9 p.m. - 10 p.m. ET/PT) Episode: You’ll Be Sorry 
Wyatt (Aaron O’Connell) is arrested and Candace (Tika Sumpter) fights for her life. 
 
OUR AMERICA WITH LISA LING 
Season Premiere - Thursday, May 29 (10 p.m. - 11 p.m. ET/PT) 
After 44 episodes, the acclaimed series --- known for its thought-provoking look at American 
life and in-depth explorations of the nation’s most controversial issues --- will cap its last 
season with 10 one-hour episodes.  With new topics including gun violence in Philadelphia, 
ADHD in American families, the largest foster care system in the country, criminal informants, 
the HIV epidemic in the African American community and the emotional story of a woman held 
captive for months, the new season features some of the most powerful episodes in the series’ 
four-season history. 
 
(P) Thursday, May 29 (10 p.m. - 11 p.m. ET/PT) Episode: Fighting Satan 
A large percentage of Americans believe the devil is alive and well, and there’s a growing 
movement in churches to fight him head on. Lisa Ling visits ministries that practice 
deliverance: calling upon the power of Christ to cast out demons from tortured souls. 
 
CONTINUING SERIES (New Episodes) 
 (P) Denotes: Premieres 
 
WELCOME TO SWEETIE PIE’S (60 Minutes) 
Saturdays (9 p.m. - 10 p.m. ET/PT) 
When Robbie Montgomery, a 1960s backup singer and former Ikette, suffered a collapsed 
lung and had to stop singing, she decided to pour her talents into another creative venture: a 
soul food restaurant called Sweetie Pie’s.  At her family-centered eateries, which include 



Sweetie Pie’s at the Mangrove, Sweetie Pie’s Upper Crust and the original Sweetie Pie’s 
established in 1996, which Miss Robbie runs with her son, Tim, both hilarity and drama are 
offered in equal measure.  This docu-series follows the loud, loving and often singing 
Montgomery family as they work to expand their empire, one soulful dish at a time. 
 
(P) Saturday, May 3 (9 p.m. - 10 p.m. ET/PT) Episode: The Perfect Storm 
As TJ is rushed to the hospital, tensions rise between Tim and Jenae.  When Jenae discovers 
Tim’s new assistant, a blowout argument pushes them to the brink. Meanwhile, Mr. Bussey 
shocks Miss Robbie and Tim with game changing news about the new restaurant location. 
 
LOVE IN THE CITY 
Saturdays (10 p.m. - 11 p.m. ET/PT) 
Kiyah, Bershan, Chenoa and Tiffany have known each other for more than ten years, and are 
constant sources of inspiration, support, competition and companionship to one 
another.  Kiyah, an ambitious and successful celebrity hair stylist, is the link who brought the 
four friends together, and New York City's legendary Harlem neighborhood is where the 
quartet come together on a regular basis ... over drinks, lunches, dinners, you name it.  Two 
are married, two are single, and all are strong and fiercely independent women who believe in 
living out their dreams and not letting anyone or anything get in their way.  Through the group's 
adventures, misadventures, romances, successes and life-altering struggles, they may not 
always see eye-to-eye, but when push comes to shove, they are there for each other with solid 
and unwavering support as they each face their own unique challenges and triumphs. 
 
(P) Saturday, May 3 (10 p.m. - 11 p.m. ET/PT) Episode: Nobody Said Sexy Was Easy 
Kiyah finds a new apartment and starts to get serious about having a baby. Bershan asks 
Chenoa to help spice up her marriage by doing a sexy, lingerie photo shoot. 
 
(P) Saturday, May 10 (10 p.m. - 11 p.m. ET/PT) Episode: The Miseducation of Kiyah 
Wright 
Tiffany questions Brian’s commitment but still wants him to meet her mom. Chenoa gets a 
photography job that may interfere with her work on the donut shop. Bershan races to her dad 
after a car accident, and Kiyah has her own emotional family visit in D.C. 
 
(P) Saturday, May 17 (10 p.m. - 11 p.m. ET/PT) Episode: The Ex-Factor 
Tiffany questions Brian’s inappropriate flirting. The girls grill Bershan’s surrogate about her 
decision to carry Bershan’s baby. Chenoa’s photo shoot for Girbaud Jeans puts the donut 
shop in jeopardy, and Kiyah is left stunned by Raz’s visit.   
 
(P) Saturday, May 24 (10 p.m. - 11 p.m. ET/PT) Episode: Best Thing I Never Had 
Kiyah adjusts to her newfound single status. Chenoa realizes that her marriage to Carlyle is 
really over. Things go awry after Tiffany confronts Brian about his inappropriate flirting. 
Bershan hosts a huge event, and Tiffany lets her down again. 
 
SUPER SOUL SUNDAY (60 Minutes) 
Sundays (11 a.m. - 12 p.m. ET/PT) 
The Emmy award-winning series delivers a thought-provoking, eye-opening and inspiring block 
of programming designed to help viewers awaken to their best selves and discover a deeper 
connection to the world around them.  The series features exclusive interviews and all-new 
conversations between Oprah Winfrey and top thinkers, authors, filmmakers and spiritual 



leaders.  Exploring themes and issues including happiness, personal fulfillment, wellness, 
spirituality and conscious living, "Super Soul Sunday" presents an array of perspectives on 
what it means to be alive in today’s world.  
 
(P) Sunday, May 4 (11 a.m. - 12 p.m. ET/PT) Episode: Oprah & Tracy McMillan: 
Soulmates, Love & Marriage 
Oprah speaks with relationship writer Tracy McMillan, author of “Why You’re Not 
Married...Yet,” about the spiritual path of relationships. Through her trademark humor, Tracy 
shares what she believes are the spiritual aspects of love, and why our ability to love ourselves 
is key to loving someone else. 
 
(P) Sunday, May 11 (11 a.m. - 12 p.m. ET/PT) Episode: Oprah & Arianna Huffington: Her 
Big Wake-Up Call 
Oprah interviews entrepreneur and media mogul Arianna Huffington to discuss the surprising 
spiritual wake-up call that shifted her perception of success.  They will also talk about why it’s 
critical to redefine what it means to be successful in today’s world in order to thrive, as well as 
Arianna’s new book. 
 
(P) Sunday, May 18 (11 a.m. - 12 p.m. ET/PT) Episode: Oprah & Dr. Shefali Tsabary: How 
To Raise A Conscious Child 
Oprah speaks with parenting expert and author Dr. Shefali Tsabary about her eye-opening 
ideas on raising happier and more conscious children.  They also discuss her book “The 
Conscious Parent: Transforming Ourselves, Empowering Our Children.”  
 
(P) Sunday, May 25 (11 a.m. - 12 p.m. ET/PT) Episode: Oprah & Shawn Achor: The 
Secret of Happy People - Part 1 
Oprah sits down with New York Times bestselling author Shawn Achor to discover the secret 
of happy people.  A Harvard-trained researcher, Shawn shares his actionable steps to 
achieving greater happiness and success. 
 
OPRAH & ECKHART TOLLE: A NEW EARTH (60 Minutes) 
Sundays (12 p.m. - 1 p.m. ET/PT) 
For the first time on television, Oprah presents her groundbreaking and wildly successful 2008 
web series with spiritual leader Eckhart Tolle, based on his New York Times bestselling 
book “A New Earth: Awakening to Your Life’s Purpose.”  Oprah and Eckhart take viewers on a 
chapter-by-chapter journey through this special 10-week series which has helped 
students awaken to their life’s purpose.  These thought-provoking discussions, framed with 
brand-new content, will teach viewers how to focus and become more aware and present and 
to begin to understand the motivations of the ego.  Oprah and Eckhart create a true global 
classroom, answering questions via Skype, email and phone from readers all around the world 
who are fascinated by Eckhart’s ideas on presence and awakening.  Oprah and 
Eckhart interact with real people dealing with real issues and give practical advice on how to 
apply the concepts of “A New Earth” in order to bring more peace and joy into people’s lives. 
 
(P) Sunday, May 4 (12 p.m. - 1 p.m. ET/PT) Episode: Chapter 7 
The next chapter of Oprah and Eckhart Tolle’s “A New Earth” series, "Finding Who You Truly 
Are" aims to help you discover who you truly are, at your core. Oprah and Eckhart also discuss 
an unexpected place to practice diminishment of ego. 
 



(P) Sunday, May 11 (12 p.m. - 1 p.m. ET/PT) Episode: Chapter 8 
Chapter 8 in the series “A New Earth” with Oprah and spiritual leader Eckhart Tolle explores 
"The Discovery of Inner Space." Oprah and Eckhart discuss the importance of stillness, and 
how finding it can help you connect with the present moment. 
 
(P) Sunday, May 18 (12 p.m. - 1 p.m. ET/PT) Episode: Chapter 9 
Oprah and Eckhart Tolle’s “A New Earth” series continues with their discussion of Chapter 9, 
“Your Inner Purpose.” In this episode, they talk about how aligning your life with your inner 
purpose can bring you greater joy and fulfillment. 
 
(P) Sunday, May 25 (12 p.m. - 1 p.m. ET/PT) Episode: Chapter 10 
Oprah and spiritual leader Eckhart Tolle conclude their series on his book, “A New Earth.” In 
this final episode of the series, Oprah and Eckhart discuss how to bring your newfound 
consciousness into your everyday life. 
 
FOR BETTER OR WORSE 
Wednesdays (Two back-to-back episodes each week at 9 p.m. - 9:30 p.m. ET/PT and 
9:30 p.m. - 10 p.m. ET/PT) 
“For Better or Worse,” about the ups and downs of dating and marriage, centers on Angela 
Williams (Tasha Smith, “Why Did I Get Married?,” “Why Did I Get Married Too?,” “Couples 
Retreat”), the owner of a successful beauty salon, and her husband of 13 years, Marcus 
(Michael Jai White, “Why Did I Get Married?,” “Why Did I Get Married Too?,” “Spawn”).  
Marcus is a former professional football player who is partnered with Richard Ellington (Kent 
Faulcon, “American Beauty”) and Joseph Jetson (Jason Olive, “Raising Helen”) on a sports 
program called “C-Sports Now.” Marcus’s business relationship with Richard and Joseph is 
complicated, however, by the fact that Richard is married to Keisha (Kiki Haynes, “Nora’s Hair 
Salon”), Marcus’s ex-girlfriend and the mother of his teenage daughter. In addition, Joseph’s 
ex-girlfriend, successful real-estate agent Leslie (Crystle Stewart, Miss USA 2008), is Angela’s 
best friend, which sometimes makes it difficult for everyone to keep their business and private 
lives from mingling. 
 
(P) Wednesday, May 7 (9 p.m. - 9:30 p.m. ET/PT) Episode: Todd and Jennifer 
After Todd (Brad James) drinks too much at Jennifer’s (Cocoa Brown) dinner party, she lets 
him spend the night on her couch.  A fuzzy memory and a strange dream leaves Todd 
wondering if something more happened between them the night before. 

(P) Wednesday, May 7 (9:30 p.m. - 10 p.m. ET/PT) Episode: Moving Day 
Leslie (Crystle Stewart) seeks the assistance of Angela (Tasha Smith) and Jennifer (Cocoa 
Brown) to help finish decorating Joseph’s (Jason Olive) house before he returns home.  
  
(P) Wednesday, May 14 (9 p.m. - 9:30 p.m. ET/PT) Episode: The Proposal 
Joseph (Jason Olive) has come to the conclusion that he wants to propose to Leslie (Crystle 
Stewart). He attempts to solicit information from Angela (Tasha Smith) and Jennifer (Cocoa 
Brown) about Chris’ (Eddie Cibrian) proposal to Leslie. Leslie discerns from the girls that 
Joseph may be planning a special proposal for her.  
  
(P) Wednesday, May 14 (9:30 p.m. - 10 p.m. ET/PT) Episode: The Taming of Todd 
Marcus (Michael Jai White) thinks that it is time for Todd (Brad James) to meet a nice girl and 
settle down. Marcus convinces Angela (Tasha Smith) to help set Todd up on a blind date with 



M.J.’s (Bobb'e J. Thompson) former tutor, Nina (Onira Tares).  
  
(P) Wednesday, May 21 (9 p.m. - 9:30 p.m. ET/PT) Episode: Marcus and Dominique 
Keisha (Kiki Haynes) shows up at C-Sports now asking Marcus (Michael Jai White) to spend 
some time with Dominique (Teka Brandon). Dominique has already been calling Marcus to talk 
about how Keisha and Richard’s (Kent Faulcon) messy divorce is affecting her.  
  
(P) Wednesday, May 21 (9:30 p.m. - 10 p.m. ET/PT) Episode: For the Love of Dominique 
Marcus (Michael Jai White) informs Angela (Tasha Smith) that Dominique (Teka Brandon) is 
coming to visit him for the weekend. Angela agrees to the visit but emphasizes to Marcus that 
Dominique needs to know the truth about who her father is.  
  
(P) Wednesday, May 28 (9 p.m. - 9:30 p.m. ET/PT) Episode: Who’s My Daddy - Part 1 
During one of Richard (Kent Faulcon) and Keisha’s (Kiki Haynes) many arguments, Dominique 
(Teka Brandon) accidentally overhears the truth about her father. Later, Dominique goes to 
Angela’s salon looking for answers from Marcus (Michael Jai White).  
  
(P) Wednesday, May 28 (9:30 p.m. - 10 p.m. ET/PT) Episode: Who’s My Daddy - Part 2 
Angela (Tasha Smith) explains to Marcus (Michael Jai White) that Dominique (Teka Brandon) 
came by the salon looking for him earlier in the day. That night Keisha (Kiki Haynes) shows up 
at Marcus and Angela’s doorstep looking for Dominique, who has gone missing. Angela 
reluctantly lets Marcus go with Keisha to search for Dominique. 
 
OPRAH LIFECLASS (60 Minutes) 
Sundays (9 p.m. - 10 p.m. ET/PT) 
The Emmy Award-winning “Oprah’s Lifeclass” is a richly interactive worldwide social 
experience for millions of students who participate in inspiring conversations with Oprah 
Winfrey on-air, online and via social media. For each episode, Oprah is joined by a hand-
picked expert, and together they interact with viewers to share principles and tools that can 
help people live more meaningful and fulfilling lives. 
 
(P) Sunday, May 4 (9 p.m. - 10 p.m. ET/PT) Episode: Bishop T.D. Jakes: 
Transformational Thinking 
Oprah and Bishop T.D. Jakes talk about how to use transformational thinking to get to the core 
of who you really are, move beyond limiting beliefs and live life in a new and more purposeful 
way. 
 
(P) Sunday, May 11 (9 p.m. - 10 p.m. ET/PT) Episode: Bishop T.D. Jakes: Unleash the 
Power of Instinct 
Oprah and Bishop T.D. Jakes join forces to discuss how to tap into the abundance of 
opportunities that life has to offer by becoming more attuned to your inspired natural instincts 
and never settle for status quo. 
 
(P) Sunday, May 18 (9 p.m. - 10 p.m. ET/PT) Episode: Dr. Shefali Tsabary: When Bad 
Behavior Happens to Good Parents 
Continuing their conversation from “Super Soul Sunday” earlier today, Oprah welcomes Dr. 
Shefali Tsabary, parenting expert and author of “The Conscious Parent: Transforming 
Ourselves, Empowering Our Children,” to “Lifeclass” to talk about the myths of discipline and 
the power of connection with your child. 



 
HOME MADE SIMPLE (30 Minutes) 
Saturdays (9 a.m. - 9:30 a.m. ET/PT) 
Whether giving a room a much-needed revamp, planning and pulling off a major family event, 
or throwing a party to remember, "Home Made Simple" pairs a deserving family with a team of 
professionals who help identify and facilitate practical and affordable solutions to transform 
household projects into completed successes.  In addition to time, money and space-saving 
tips, participants and viewers alike are exposed to current decorating trends, creative party 
planning, recipe ideas for entertaining and easy to complete craft projects. Hosted by Soleil 
Moon Frye ("Punky Brewster"). 
  
(P) Saturday, May 3 (9 a.m. - 9:30 a.m. ET/PT) Episode: Reclaimed Rec Room 
Soleil and the team celebrate a wonderful mom by giving her dingy den a vintage flair. They 
turn secondhand doors into shabby chic bookshelves, then - by taking tin tiles and a quilted 
staircase - they create antique art.  Also, a chef shows some easy and quick party recipes. 
 
SPECIALS 
 (P) Denotes: Premieres 
 
FLEX & SHANICE 
Premieres Saturday, May 31 (10 p.m. - 11 p.m. ET/PT) 
When 90s pop singer Shanice and actor Flex Alexander hit troubled times, they took drastic 
measures and moved their extended family into a rental house.  Now the fun and drama run 
high in a very full house, especially due to Flex’s opinionated mother-in-law.  It’s full-time in the 
Flex and Shanice household as this couple anchors their family of nine, lovingly raises their 
children, and handles their financial stress, all while doing everything possible to turn their ship 
around and get their careers back on top. 
 

### 
  

PUBLICITY CONTACTS: 
Domenic Morea 
Domenic_Morea@own.tv, 323.602.5516 
Iyanla: Fix My Life, The Haves and the Have Nots, Our America With Lisa Ling 
  
Morgan Di Stefano 
Morgan_DiStefano@own.tv, 323.602.1734 
For Better or Worse 
 
Jessica Boyer 
Jessica_Boyer@own.tv, 323.602.5624 
Welcome to Sweetie Pie’s, Love in the City, Home Made Simple 
 
Leah Sparkes 
LSparkes@harpo.com, 312.633.5270 
Oprah’s Master Class, Oprah’s Lifeclass 
 
 
 



Joey Levine 
Joey_Levine@own.tv, 323.602.5629 
Super Soul Sunday, Oprah & Eckhart Tolle: A New Earth 
 
Kristin Robinson 
Kristin_Robinson@own.tv, 323.602.5570 
Flex & Shanice 


